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Abstract. The proposed antiquotation enables Isabelle/Isar users to
include locale graphs in generated documents. It offers a range of options
for selecting the shown locales, configuring node and edge styles, and
the displayed node and edge information. The antiquotation is based on
Tantau’s TikZ and PGF graph rendering facilities.

1 Preliminaries

My publications on locales usually contain graphs that illustrate the discussed
locale hierarchies. The graphs were created with Tantau’s TikZ drawing pack-
age [4]. As long as the graphs were small [1,2], coding them by hand was feasible.
For my recent case study with 51 locales [3], doing so seemed an arduous task.
More automation was needed. The outcome is a document antiquotation for
locale graphs.

1.1 Design Goals

An Isabelle/Isar document consists of formal specifications and proof commands
interspersed with informal documentation also called markup. Antiquotations
enable inserting formal entities such as theorem names and statements into the
markup [5, Section 4.2].

The proposed locale graph antiquotation displays the dependency graph for
the specified locales. It is flexible. Overview graphs of large hierarchies and de-
tailed small graphs are equally possible. The following can be configured within
certain limits:

– The graph layout
– The locales displayed in the graph
– The information displayed for nodes and edges
– The style of nodes and edges

Unlike Isabelle’s theory browser, the locale graph antiquotation does not
implement a graph rendering algorithm. Instead, code for TikZ’s graph rendering
facilities [4, Part IV] is created, and graphs are rendered as part of the LATEX
invocation. Since TikZ’s graph rendering algorithms are implemented in Lua,
the locale antiquotation requires Isabelle to be set up to use LuaTEX.
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1.2 Configuring LuaTEX

LuaTEX is included in the TEX Live distribution, so it is usually readily available.
In order to set up Isabelle for LuaTEX the following configuration is needed in
the local ~/.isabelle/etc/settings file:

ISABELLE_PDFLATEX=lualatex

LuaTEX has native UTF-8 support. The inputenc package is not needed. In-
stead fontspec is required for some characters, for example long dash “—”,
which would otherwise be missing from the output. In the present document,
the following font configuration takes place in the preamble:

\usepackage[T1]{fontenc}
\usepackage{fontspec}

LuaTEX is not compatible with the few sessions of the Archive of Formal Proofs
that use encodings other than UTF-8. Also, its diagnostic output is not for-
warded by Isabelle’s build command. Otherwise the interaction of Isabelle with
LuaTEX is smooth.

1.3 Configuring TikZ

TikZ is also included in the TEX Live distribution. These packages and libraries
need to be imported in the preamble by default:

\usepackage{tikz}
\usetikzlibrary{graphs}
\usetikzlibrary{graphdrawing}
\usetikzlibrary{positioning}
\usegdlibrary{layered}

Graph drawing libraries other than layered are available and need to be im-
ported when used.

2 The Antiquotation

The locale graph antiquotation has the following syntax:
antiquotation_body

locale_graph
�� ��

�options

�


range�
� and

�� �
�


options

[
��� option�

� ,
���

�


]
���
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locale partial_order = fixes S and le (infixl "v" 50)
assumes refl: "x ∈ S =⇒ x v x"

and antisym: "[[ x v y; y v x; x ∈ S; y ∈ S ]] =⇒ x = y"
and trans: "[[ x v y; y v z; x ∈ S; y ∈ S; z ∈ S ]] =⇒ x v z"

begin
definition is_inf where "is_inf x y w ←→ w v x ∧ w v y ∧

(∀ z ∈ S. z v x ∧ z v y −→ z v w) ∧ x ∈ S ∧ y ∈ S ∧ w ∈ S"
end

sublocale partial_order ⊆ dual: partial_order "S" "λx y. y v x" 〈proof 〉

locale semilattice = partial_order +
assumes existence: "[[ x ∈ S; y ∈ S ]] =⇒ ∃ inf. is_inf x y inf"

begin
definition meet (infixl "u" 70)

where "(u) = (λx ∈ S. λy ∈ S. THE inf. is_inf x y inf)"
end

locale lattice = semilattice + dual: semilattice "S" "λx y. y v x"

locale group_closed =
fixes G and mult (infixl "·" 70) and one ("1") and inv
assumes mult_closed: "[[ x ∈ G; y ∈ G ]] =⇒ x · y ∈ G"

and one_closed: "1 ∈ G" and inv_closed: "x ∈ G =⇒ inv x ∈ G"

locale group = group_closed +
assumes assoc: "[[ x ∈ G; y ∈ G; z ∈ G ]] =⇒ (x · y) · z = x · (y · z)"

and l_one: "x ∈ G =⇒ 1 · x = x" and l_inv: "x ∈ G =⇒ inv x · x = 1"

locale subgroups = group begin
definition is_subgroup (infixl "E" 50)

where "H E K ←→ H ⊆ K ∧ group_closed H (·) 1 inv"
definition groups ("G") where "G = {H. H E G}"
definition closure ("〈_〉") where "〈S〉 =

⋂
{H. S ⊆ H ∧ H E G}"

definition meet (infixl "u" 70) where "(u) = (λK ∈ G. λL ∈ G. K ∩ L)"
definition join (infixl "t" 70) where "(t) = (λK ∈ G. λL ∈ G. 〈K ∪ L〉)"

end

sublocale subgroups ⊆ sub: lattice "G" "(E)"
rewrites "sub.meet = (u)" and "sub.dual.meet = (t)" 〈proof 〉

Fig. 1. Theory of the lattice of subgroups of a group
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Fig. 2. Locale hierarchy for the theory from Fig. 1. x y means that y imports x,
x y denotes a sublocale declaration.

range

�
� (

���locale_expr )
���

�


locale_expr

Options control rendering and display details. They include Isar’s general doc-
ument antiquotation options [5, Section 4.2.2] and specific options for node and
edge content and display. The main argument determines, through locale expres-
sions, which locales are included in the graph. The range expr denotes the locales
of the locale expression expr and all its import and sublocale dependencies. The
range (expr ′) expr is similar but the locale expr ′ and its dependencies are ex-
cluded. For locale expressions and their syntax, see the Isar Reference Manual [5,
Section 5.7.1].

The use of the locale graph antiquotation will now be illustrated by a se-
quence of examples. The locale-based formalisation of the lattice of subgroups
of a group shown in Figure 1 serves as the base of the examples. Groups and
lattices are represented by the locales group and lattice, respectively. The locale
subgroups is a clone of group with additional definitions of the set of subgroups
G and related operations. G is then show to form a lattice. The locale graph of
the formalisation is shown in Figure 2.

2.1 Default Display

@{locale_graph subgroups} displays the entire graph:
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group_closed

group

partial_order

semilattice

lattice

subgroups

@{locale_graph subgroups}

Import and sublocale dependencies are distinguished. The loop at partial_order
is not displayed correctly. The two dependencies of lattice on semilattice are
not distinguished either. These require individual configuration as explained in
Section 4.4 below.

2.2 Ranges and Options

Ranges enable the display of parts of the graph. This example yields two dis-
connected subgraphs:

semilattice

lattice

group_closed

group

@{locale_graph
group and (partial_order) lattice}

Isar’s general document antiquotation options [5, Section 4.2.2] can be used for
configuring the printing of names and terms and displaying the graph:

Subgroups.semilattice

Subgroups.lattice

Subgroups.subgroups

@{locale_graph [names_long]
(partial_order + group) subgroups}

3 Node and Edge Content

Two options determine the content of node and edge labels.

option

node_content
�� �=

��� empty
�� ��

�name
�� ��full
�� �

�
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option

edge_content
�� �=

��� empty
�� ��

�qualifier
�� ��mapping
�� ��full
�� �

�




Full node content yields locale name and parameters, full edge content qualifier
and parameter mappings. Mappings exclude identical parameter instances and
rewrite morphisms:

le→λx y. y v x

S→G le→(E)

semilattice "S" "le"

lattice "S" "le"

subgroups "G" "mult" "one" "inv"

@{locale_graph
[node_content=full,
edge_content=mapping]

(partial_order + group) subgroups}

Here, the vertical distance between nodes was increased to gain space for the
edge labels. To improve readability further, the node labels should be positioned
left or right of the arrows. We will see below how both can be achieved.

By default node content is name and edge content empty. System defaults can
be overridden through the configuration options locale_graph_node_content and
locale_graph_edge_content. Configuration options are set in theory files with the
commands declare and note [5, Section 9.1].

4 Configuring the Style

The locale graph antiquotation generates instances of the tikzpicture environ-
ment containing node and edge declarations according to a fixed skeleton. Any
configuration of how the graph is rendered, from choosing the graph layout to
fine tuning the style and placement of individual nodes and edges, is achieved
by inserting snippets of TikZ code at appropriate places in the skeleton. This
approach offers great flexibility but requires a certain degree of familiarity with
TikZ.

4.1 The Generated TikZ Code

The antiquotation creates TikZ code according to the following skeleton. Two
forms of node declarations (1–2) and three forms of edge declarations (3–5) are
possible.
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\begin{tikzpicture}[layout]
\graph{% nodes

node/content, (1)
node/content[rendering], (2)
…};

% edges
\path (node) edge [kind] node {content} (node); (3)
\path (node) edge [kind] node [placement] {content} (node); (4)
\path (node) edge [rendering] node [placement] {content} (node); (5)
…
\end{tikzpicture}

The content of the placeholders is determined either by the antiquotation or
from user input:
layout Options applied to all statements of the block. Must declare the graph

layout and the styles declared edge and derived edge. May declare any
other TikZ options. By default layered layout,declared edge/.style=-
>,derived edge/.style={->,dashed} is used. Change via the configura-
tion option locale_graph_layout.

node A node identifier.
content LATEX code for rendering the node or edge label as configured through

the antiquotation options node_content and edge_content.
kind Edge style; declared edge for import dependencies and derived edge for

sublocale dependencies.
rendering Rendering hints as given for the particular node by the antiquotation

option node_options or the edge by the option edge_options.
placement Placement hints for the edge label as given for the particular edge by

the antiquotation option edge_options.

4.2 Changes to the Entire Graph
Changes to the graph layout or the general node or edge style are made through
the configuration option locale_graph_layout. For example, setting the option
graphs/nodes to draw applies that style to all nodes.
declare [[locale_graph_layout="layered layout,

graphs/nodes=draw,
declared edge/.style=->,derived edge/.style={->,dashed}"]]

group_closed

group

partial_order

semilattice

lattice

subgroups

@{locale_graph subgroups}
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For the available graph layout algorithms, see the TikZ and PGF manual [4,
Part IV]. For further options of the graph command see there as well [4, Sec-
tion 19.3.1].

4.3 Changes to Individual Nodes

Snippets of TikZ code for individual nodes can be inserted with the antiquotation
option node_options.

option

node_options
�� �=

��� locale [
���rendering ]

����
� ;

���
�


A node is addressed by the name of the locale it represents. Rendering hints can
change node style and shape [4, Section 17.2] and fine tune node placement [4,
Section 28.6].

group_closed

group

partial_order

semilattice

lattice

subgroups

@{locale_graph
[node_options=
"partial_order[nudge=(left:1cm)];
group_closed[draw];
lattice[red]"]

subgroups}

4.4 Changes to Individual Edges

Snippets of TikZ code for individual edges can be inserted with the antiquotation
option edge_options.

option

edge_options
�� �=

��� edge [
���edge_option ]

����
� ;

���
�


edge

locale |
����

�qualifier |
���

�


locale
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edge_option

placement �
� |

���rendering

�


An edge is addressed by the names of the locales it connects and, if present, the
qualifier of the connecting morphism. Both placement hints of the edge label,
which is a TikZ node itself, and rendering hints for the edge can be given. The
first example illustrates the placement of edge labels.

dual

dual

sub

group_closed

group

partial_order

semilattice

lattice

subgroups

@{locale_graph
[edge_content=qualifier,
edge_options=
"partial_order|dual|partial_order[

above];
semilattice|dual|lattice[right];
lattice|sub|subgroups[right]"]

subgroups}

For the available placement options, see the TikZ and PGF manual [4, Sec-
tion 17.5].

Rendering hints for edges enable displaying loops and distinguishing multiple
edges between nodes.

dual

dual

sub

group_closed

group

partial_order

semilattice

lattice

subgroups

@{locale_graph
[edge_content=qualifier,
edge_options=
"partial_order|dual|partial_order[|derived edge,red,loop left];
semilattice|lattice[|declared edge,bend right];
semilattice|dual|lattice[right|declared edge,bend left];
lattice|sub|subgroup[right]"]

subgroups}

Rendering hints for edges replace the default style created by the antiquotation.
The styles declared edge and derived edge can be used as parts of the hints
to achieve the correct arrow style. Options creating edges other than straight
lines are defined by TikZ’s To-Path Library [4, Chapter 74].
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5 Putting It Together

We can now make use of all features of the locale graph antiquotation and create
the graph shown in Figure 2. Rather than reproducing the code for that, this
tutorial concludes with a slightly fancier graph, based on TikZ’s necklace layout.
declare [[locale_graph_layout="simple necklace layout,semithick,>=latex,

declared edge/.style=->,derived edge/.style={->,blue!80}"]]

le→λx y. y v x

le→λx y. y v x

S→G le→(E)

group_closed

group

partial_order

semilattice

lattice

subgroups

@{locale_graph
[display,edge_content=mapping,
edge_options=
"partial_order|dual|partial_order[above=8pt|derived edge,loop right];
semilattice|lattice[|declared edge,bend left];
semilattice|dual|lattice[right|declared edge,bend right];
lattice|sub|subgroups[right]"]

subgroups}
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